
Common test methods

1.  Attach Launch Cable to the output of the source 
and input of the meter.

2.  Make sure the output power level from the source 
is over -30 dBm.

3.  With meter in “dB” mode, hit the zero reference 
key. When the meter zeros out as illustrated in 
the above setup, the launch reference power has 
been stored and the user is now ready to start 
testing cables.

4.  Once the zero reference power has been set, do 
not remove the Launch Cable from the source as 
reattaching it may change the output power level.

1.  Attach the Cable Under Test to Launch Cable via the 
Connector Coupler.

2.  Attach the other end of the cable to the meter and read 
the value.

3.  The indicated value on the display will be the loss of 
the mated connector of the Cable Under Test (CUT) and 
the actual test cable itself. To test the other connector 
on the test cable simply reverse the CUT test and read 
the loss from the power meter.

1.  A loss reading for the Receive Cable should already 
be established by doing a single ended test on it as 
specified in the FOPT-171 illustration. The loss of the 
Receive Cable should be added on to the loss of the 
Cable Under Test (CUT) when the test is completed or 
zeroed out before the CUT is placed between it and the 
Launch Cable.

2.  Attach the Cable Under Test to the Launch Cable via 
Connector Coupler 1.

3.  Attach the other end of the Cable Under Test to the 
Receive Cable via Connector Coupler 2.

4.  The power indicated on the meter is the loss of the 
Cable Under Test.

What size cable label is appropriate for the cable that I 
CROSS  IF YOU HAVE: THEN USE:
 8 conductor flat silver satin PTL19427 or CL0515
 Duplex fiber cord (zipcord) PTL19427 or CL0515

 RG59 coaxial cable PTL31427, CL0515 or CL1150

 Cat5/5e/6 4 pair twisted pair PTL31427, XSL Series, CL0515 or 

CL1150

Using the TKP100 Tone and Probe Kit
STEP STEP STEP 

Connect the tone generator to 
either a pre-wired jack...

or individual conductors. Use the detector probe to find the other end of the 
cable run by holding it close to the termination 
point and listening for the strongest tone sound.

Using the TL-N044-000-R for checking premise wiring

Master unit sends signal through premise 
wiring. LEDs light as it steps through each 
conductor.
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Remote Unit LEDs 
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each conductor.
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